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Colour Part One

Energy Density

400          Wavelength 700 nm
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Human Perception
An Active Organising Process
Many illusions − experiments from psychology

Colour not just a matter of measuring wavelength

Land’s "Mondrian" experiment

Green and red patches are 
illuminated so that they appear 
the same to a photometer.    
They still are perceived as red 
and green to a human.

Long L
Medium M
Short S

Long L
Medium M
Short S
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Munsell System − set of standard (human observers)
samples organised in a 3D space of

                  Hue, Saturation and Value  (HSV)
(viewed under standard light source)

Complimentary Colours
Those that when added give white

Primary Colours:
Any set of colours that mixed together give others

Colour Gamut
The range of colours that can be created by mixing the
primary colours chosen.
colours chosen.

Chromatic Colour

F&VD P 574

RGB etc.
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Paint Colours                  RGB                         CMYK
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Perceptual Term Colourimetry (Physics)
Hue Dominant Wavelength W
Saturation (% colour vs. white light) Excitation Purity P
Lightness (reflecting objects) Luminance L
Brightness (self−luminous objects) Luminance

Energy Density

400          Wavelength 700 nm

Psycho−Physics

Spectral energy
distribution of a light
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Spectral Distribution and Perception
Energy Density

400          Wavelength 700 nm

Spectral distribution:
amount of energy present at each wavelength

Measure using large number of samples of this infinite spectrum.
The visual effect is described by : (WPL) corresponds to (HSV)

Metamer:
Many spectral energy distributions produce same visual effect 
(colour).    (isomers have the same spectral distribution)

400         700
wavelength nm

Energy density

Dominant wavelength
e1

e2
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Excitation Purity − Saturation
e1 = e2 0% purity/saturation  colour white
e1 = 0 100% purity/saturation  pure colour

Dominant Wavelength

The dominant wavelength
may not be the largest component

400         700nm

Energy density
Dominant
Wavelength 

e1

e2

Brightness depends on e1 and e2  
proportional to the integral of
curve * luminous efficiency function
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Dominant Wavelength

Fraction of light absorbed
by each type of cone

0.2

0.0

400 nm        540                680nm Wavelength

440

580 (yellow)
545 (yellow)

Tri−Stimulus Theory

Three kinds of colour receptors.
(Shown as red, green, blue).

Figure shows spectral response for
each receptor from experiments.
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Relative
Sensitivity

violet 400   550nm      700 red    Wavelength

100%

0%

yellow/green Luminous efficiency
for the human eye

Constant Luminance

Light of constant luminance used to test the eye’s response to 
different wavelengths.   It can be seen that the eye is most 
sensitive around 550nm.
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Diffuse reflecting screen
Colour Matching Experiments

Test light

445nm
535nm
630nm

L
M

H

Three primaries − Low, Medium, High
adjust primaries to get a match

You can match hue but not necessarily saturation.  Solution: 
subtract one primary (sometimes) since this can’t be done (without 
changing hue) add primary to the test side.  

Obtain matching functions .................

eye

Amount of these
primaries known as
the tri−stimulus
values.
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Colour Matching Functions 

Tri−stimulus values

0.2

0.0

400 nm        540                680nm Wavelength

438

545

−0.2

546 700

L

M

H

Amounts of L,M,H needed to
match each wavelength.

A large colour gamut exists 
for RGB (e.g. colour monitor)

Certain colours not possible 
from RGB mixes.

Note that the h(λ) curve dips 
below the 0 axis − move H 
lamp to the test side of the 
screen.

l(λ)
m(λ)

h(λ)
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CIE Chromaticity Diagram 
Commision Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) Can compute tri−stimulus 

values for any set of 
primaries.

Criteria for X Y Z
1. One matching function 
should match the 
brightness response of the 
eye.

2.  All three matching 
functions should be 
positive at all wavelengths.

3. The area under the 
matching functions should 
be the same.

Three standard primaries X,Y,Z to 
replace R,G,B in the matching 
process.

1.8

0.0
400 nm        500                680nm Wavelength

zλ

yλ
xλ
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1.8

0.0
400 nm        500                680nm Wavelength

Z

Y
X

The functions xλ  yλ   zλ

These functions can be used to caculcate how 
much of each primary is required to match a 
known sample, covering the colour gamut of 
the human eye.  (How much of X,Y,Z needed)

The Y primary is carefully picked to have the 
function yλ which is exactly the same as the 
luminous efficiency function of the eye.

Relative
Sensitivity

violet 400   550nm      700 red    Wavelength

100%

0%

yellow/green Luminous efficiency
for the human eye
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To match some energy distribution Ea(λ) you can find
out how much of L,M,H is needed:
L = Ea(λ)l(λ)dλ

M = Ea(λ)m(λ)dλ

H = Ea(λ)h(λ)dλ

If distribution is a spectral peak then the integral is just picking 
the values of the matching functions at the given wavelength.

Generalises to any source.   Given any three lamps
with known spectral distributions can find L,M,H

Can find tri−stimulus values for any set of primaries.
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How much of X Y Z is needed to match some spectral energy 
distribution P(λ) ?

X =    k  P(λ) x (λ)dλ

Y =    k  P(λ) y (λ)dλ

Z =    k  P(λ) z (λ)dλ

Integrals calculated by summation (energy distributions not 
given analytically).

What is k? 
Selected so that Y has a value of 100 for bright white.  (Other 
Y values therefore between 0 and 100) 

The colour matching functions x(λ)  y(λ)  z(λ) 
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Chromaticity Values 

CIE Colour Space
front face is X+Y+Z=1 plane 

To match some colour C we apply 
weights to the CIE primaries XYZ
let the weights be XYZ :

C = XX + YY +ZZ

Chromaticity Values defined by 
normalizing against X+Y+Z

Chromaticity values depend on dominant 
wavelength and saturation and are 
independent of luminous energy.

x =      X
         X+Y+Z

y =      Y
         X+Y+Z

z =      Z
         X+Y+Z
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CIE Colour Space

CIE Colour Space
front face is X+Y+Z=1 plane 

CIE chromaticity diagram projection
of this plane onto the XY plane.

Note that z = 1 − x − y
essentially a 2D system how do we 
get back to XYZ from x,y ?

Y carries the luminance information.
Given:  x y Y:

X=Y(x/y),   Y=Y ,   Z=Y(1−x−y)/y
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CIE values depend only on 
dominant wavelength and 
saturation.

CIE diagram is plot of xy for all 
visible colours.  Colours with the 
same chromaticity but different 
luminances map to the same point.

White defined by illuminant C
(6774degrees K) daylight

Colours on the edge are pure 
spectral (B,G)

A is mixture of white and B

CIE Chromaticity Diagram

B

E

D
A

G

C
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B

E

D
A

G

C

Use CIE chart to measure dominant 
wavelength and purity
by matching some colour with XYZ

If A is the match we found
draw a straight line through C

A is a mixture of white (C) and 
dominant wavelength (B)
AC/BC is excitation purity of A

Luminance factored out so e.g. 
brown does not appear. 

Complementary Colours
D and E add to form white light

Properties of CIE Chromaticity Diagram

F

G − non−spectral purples
F − cannot be defined by dominant 
wavelength − use complement at B

e.g. delete light of B from flat 
distribution we get F 
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COLOUR GAMUTS

Any 2 colours can be added 
together to produce a third along 
straight line connecting them,

e.g. IJ   Triangle IJK defines all 
colours produced by adding 
varying amounts of the three.

C

I

J K


